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1
Descriptive Summary

Title: Gerald and Barbara Weiner collection of Ethiopic manuscripts
Date (inclusive): ca. 1600-1960
Collection number: 1874
Creator: Weiner, Gerald.
Extent: 45 boxes (ca. 28.5 linear ft.) 12 oversize boxes

Abstract: A collection of 239 Ethiopic manuscripts (137 bound volumes and 102 scrolls), on vellum, dated ca. 1600 - 1960. The collection consists of religious and liturgical works used in the Ethiopian Christian tradition. The majority of the texts were written in the Ge'ez script, a classical form of calligraphic lettering that is related to the Amharic language.

Language: Finding aid is written in English.

Repository: University of California, Los Angeles. Library. Department of Special Collections.
Los Angeles, California 90095-1575

Physical location: Stored off-site at SRLF. Advance notice is required for access to the collection. Please contact the UCLA Library, Department of Special Collections Reference Desk for paging information.

Restrictions on Access
COLLECTION STORED OFF-SITE AT SRLF: Open for research. Advance notice required for access. Contact the UCLA Library, Department of Special Collections Reference Desk for paging information.

Restrictions on Use and Reproduction
Property rights to the physical object belong to the UCLA Library, Department of Special Collections. Literary rights, including copyright, are retained by the creators and their heirs. It is the responsibility of the researcher to determine who holds the copyright and pursue the copyright owner or his or her heir for permission to publish where The UC Regents do not hold the copyright.

Provenance/Source of Acquisition

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Gerald and Barbara Weiner collection of Ethiopic Manuscripts (Collection 1874). Department of Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

UCLA Catalog Record ID
UCLA Catalog Record ID: 6688208

Scope and Content
The collection consists of 239 Ethiopic manuscripts, including 137 bound volumes and 102 scrolls. The chronological range of the collection spans from the seventeenth to the twentieth century, with the majority of the items being produced in the late 1800s through the mid-1900s. The various genres of these texts are principally religious and liturgical, including the Gospels, psalters, missals, homiliaries, antiphonaries, and hagiographic works. The texts are used in the services of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. The scrolls contain various magical prayers believed to have protective and/or curative effects. Nearly all of the manuscripts in the collection include a combination of hand-painted illustrations, annotations, and ornamental bindings that have been decorated with fabrics, or with inset, hand-sculpted figurines. A number of the bound manuscripts are housed in handcrafted leather carrying cases. Two of the manuscripts have accordion bindings. Among the languages included are Ge'ez, Amharic, and Arabic.

Organization and Arrangement
The items are organized by format, manuscripts and scrolls.

Online Access to Digital Images
Digital images of the manuscripts and scrolls in this collection can be accessed online from The Ethiopian Manuscript Imaging Project (EMIP), an online resource developed in the Spring of 2005 by Steve Delamarter with the mission to help preserve images of Ethiopia's manuscript heritage and make them available for scholarly study. EMIP is made available through Vivarium, a searchable database delivering a variety of digital objects, created and maintained by the Hill Museum & Manuscript Library.

To search for a specific manuscript or scroll in the Gerald and Barbara Weiner Ethiopic manuscript collection, search the EMIP site http://www.hmml.org/vivarium/sgd.htm by entering keywords in the search box.

Example:
Weiner Codex 4
Weiner Magic Scroll 75

Indexing Terms

The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.

Genres and Forms of Material

Manuscripts, Ethiopic.

---

Weiner Codex 1 (accordion-fold book) - Asmat prayer against evil eye and charm: The Legend of Susanoos and the witch Wurzalya 19th/20th century

Physical Description: 14 ff. : ill. (7 miniatures) : 93 x 94 x 35 mm.

Reference

p. 201|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 127|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 2 - Homiliary in Honor of the Archangel Michael 19th century

Physical Description: ii + 88 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 213 x 170 x 47 mm.

Reference

p. 202|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 129|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 3 - Psalter 18th century

Physical Description: iii + 186 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 172 x 155 x 73 mm.

Reference

p. 219|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 143|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 4 - Psalter 20th century

Physical Description: iv + 166 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 131 x 87 x 48 mm.

Reference

p. 225|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 149|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 5 - Psalter with psalm of the shorter Mäzmurä Krəstos 20th century

Physical Description: ii + 26 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 218 x 150 x 58 mm.

Reference

pp. 228-32|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 151|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 7 - Image of the Savior of the World; Image of Saint George; Image of the Archangel Michael... 20th century

Physical Description: i + 33 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 120 x 60 x 23 mm.

Reference

pp. 234-5|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 157|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 8 (accordion-fold book) - Asmat prayers for conception and against hemorrhage 20th century

Physical Description: 14 ff. : ill. (10 miniatures) : 90 x 75 x 22 mm.

Reference

p. 235|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 157|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]
Weiner Codex 9 - Asmat prayer against evil eye and other evil spirits 20th century
  Physical Description: 12 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 8 x 75 x 27 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 236-7|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 159|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 10 - Psalter 20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 1 ff. : ill. (16 miniatures) : 262 x 192 x 75 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 237-40|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 161, 163|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 11 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: iii + 177 ff. : ill. (0 miniatures) : 142 x 95 x 58 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 241-4|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 163|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 12 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: ii + 112 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 185 x 133 x 55 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 244-6|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 165|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 13 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: ii + 156 ff. : ill. (7 miniatures) : 135 x 95 x 58 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 247-9|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 165|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 14 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: 156 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 194 x 140 x 67 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 253-4|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v.1]; p. 171|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 15 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: 157 ff. : ill. (0 miniatures) : 162 x 142 x 74 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 255-8|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v.1]; p. 173|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 16 - Homiliary in Honor of the Archangel Michael 18th century
  Physical Description: i + 95 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 256 x 210 x 68 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 258-60|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMIP v. 1]; p. 175|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 17 - Table Blessing; Nine Miracles of Jesus 20th century
  Physical Description: 32 ff. : ill. (37 miniatures) : 275 x 182 x 32 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 261-3|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v. 1]; p. 175|Ethiopian Scribal Practice 1 [EMTSS v. 2]
Weiner Codex 19 - Book of Hours of Abba Giyorgis 19th century
  Physical Description: 97 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 187 x 35 x 55 mm.
  Reference
  pp. 265-7|Catalogue of the EMIP [EMTSS v.1]; p. 177|Ethiopian Scribal Practice [EMTSS v. 2]

Weiner Codex 20 - Psalter 18th century
  Physical Description: 187 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 180 x 143 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 21 - Psalter 18th century
  Physical Description: ii + 180 ff. : ill. (9 miniatures) : 225 x 205 x 78 mm.

Weiner Codex 22 - Missal, with musical notation 19th century
  Physical Description: i + 110 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 204 x 147 x 63 mm.

Weiner Codex 23 - Zammare Hymns, with musical notation 19th century
  Physical Description: iii + 91 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 226 x 182 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 24 - Psalter 18th century
  Physical Description: ii + 180 ff. : ill. (9 miniatures) : 204 x 147 x 63 mm.

Weiner Codex 25 - Missal 20th century
  Physical Description: i + 132 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 177 x 122 x 71 mm.

Weiner Codex 26 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: 174 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 168 x 115 x 58 mm.

Weiner Codex 27 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: 174 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 164 x 128 x 58 mm.

Weiner Codex 28 - Homily on the Suffering of Our Lord by the Three Virgins; Psalter 20th century
  Physical Description: xxx + 177 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 170 x 115 x 59 mm.

Weiner Codex 29 - Psalter 20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 141 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 153 x 109 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 30 - Four Gospels 19th/20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 140 ff. : ill. (78 miniatures) : 313 x 246 x 72 mm.

Weiner Codex 31 - Psalter 19th/20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 180 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 192 x 136 x 72 mm.

Weiner Codex 32 - Collection of Prayers; ŋmā lā‘ālām and Abun Hymns 19th century
  Physical Description: 168 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 167 x 128 x 77 mm.

Weiner Codex 33 - Psalter 19th/20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 180 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 192 x 136 x 72 mm.

Weiner Codex 34 - Psalter: The Lucky and Unlucky Days of the Year 19th century
  Physical Description: iv + 168 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 191 x 135 x 60 mm.

Weiner Codex 35 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: ii + 131 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 180 x 125 x 55 mm.
Weiner Codex 36 - Psalter 19th/20th century
Physical Description: iv + 131 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 190 x 130 x 68 mm.

Weiner Codex 37 - Gospel of John 19th century
Physical Description: iii + 62 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 194 x 167 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 38 - Psalter; Miracle of Archangel Michael 18th century
Physical Description: ii + 200 ff. : ill. (9 miniatures) : 137 x 127 x 78 mm.

Weiner Codex 39 - Psalter (Praises of Mary in one column) 19th century
Physical Description: 134 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 170 x 124 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 40 - Psalter; Excerpt from Missal 19th/20th century
Physical Description: iv + 144 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 150 x 100 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 41 - Ritual for Ordaining a Reader; a Sub-Deacon; Archdeacon; Priest; Archpriest [Comos]; Blessing of the Altar Table and Vestment; Prayer over Censer; Prayer of the Sanctuary (Mäqdäs); Prayer for Blessing the Tabot 20th century
Physical Description: iv + 86 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 195 x 150 x 60 mm.

Weiner Codex 42 - Harp of Praise; Miracles of Mary 17th century
Physical Description: ii + 147 ff. : ill. (10 miniatures) : 180 x 168 x 85 mm.

Weiner Codex 43 - Harp of Praise 18th century
Physical Description: 136 ff. : ill. (10 miniatures) : 206 x 187 x 77 mm.

Weiner Codex 44 - Homiliary on the Savior of the World 19th century
Physical Description: i + 77 ff. : ill. (10 miniatures) : 245 x 180 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 45 - Psalter with Psalter of the Virgin 18th century
Physical Description: iv + 180 ff. : ill. (12 miniatures) : 231 x 196 x 80 mm.

Weiner Codex 46 -
Physical Description:

Weiner Codex 47 - Harp of Praise; Miracles of Mary 18th century
Physical Description: 129 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 184 x 145 x 54 mm.

Weiner Codex 48 - Miracles of Mary; ...of the Archangel Michael; Gäbrä Mänfas Qaddus; Jesus; Abunä Zär'a Buruk 19th/20th century
Physical Description: ii + 57 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 287 x 219 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 49 - Miracles of Mary and Jesus; On Honoring the Sabbath; On the Annunciation 19th century
Physical Description: 56 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 320 x 250 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 50 - Funeral Ritual 18th century
Physical Description: 164 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 252 x 220 x 125 mm.

Weiner Codex 51 - Image of the Savior of the world (incomplete); Psalter; Hymn "The Angels Praise Her" 18th century
Physical Description: 105 ff. : ill. (0 miniatures) : 240 x 210 x 67 mm.
Weiner Codex 52 - Psalter 18th century
  Physical Description: iv + 167 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 186 x 160 x 75 mm.

Weiner Codex 53 - Horologium of Abba Giyorgis for the Night Hours; Praises of Mary; Image of Mary; ...of Jesus; ...of the Archangel Michael 20th century
  Physical Description: iv + 133 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 121 x 80 x 62 mm.

Weiner Codex 54 - Psalter fragment 20th century
  Physical Description: 55 ff. : ill. (0 miniatures) : 250 x 133 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 55 - Homiliary in Honor of the Archangel Michael 20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 132 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 240 x 171 x 63 mm.

Weiner Codex 57 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: 134 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 202 x 140 x 70 mm.

Weiner Codex 58 - Psalter; Image of Mary; Table Blessing 18th century
  Physical Description: 184 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 180 x 162 x 72 mm.

Weiner Codex 59 - Homiliary in Honor of the Archangel Michael 18th century
  Physical Description: iv + 90 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 213 x 165 x 60 mm.

Weiner Codex 60 - Psalter 18th century
  Physical Description: 162 ff. : ill. (10 miniatures) : 165 x 150 x 73 mm.

Weiner Codex 61 - Homiliary in Honor of the Archangel Michael 19th century
  Physical Description: ii + 103 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 205 x 170 x 58 mm.

Weiner Codex 67 - Antiphonary, incomplete 19th century
  Physical Description: 73 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 174 x 132 x 42 mm.

Weiner Codex 68 -
  Physical Description:

Weiner Codex 69 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: i + 128 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 191 x 132 x 65 mm.

Weiner Codex 70 - Psalter 18th century
  Physical Description: 162 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 200 x 177 x 80 mm.

Weiner Codex 71 - Acts of Täklä Haymanot 20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 104 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 300 x 240 x 105 mm.

Weiner Codex 72 - Missal 19th century
  Physical Description: 65 ff. : ill. (9 miniatures) : 157 x 156 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 73 - Psalter 19th century
  Physical Description: iv + 185 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 165 x 155 x 75 mm.

Weiner Codex 74 - Psalter 20th century
  Physical Description: ii + 121 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 203 x 153 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 75 - Homiliary in Honor of the Archangel Michael 20th century
  Physical Description: i + 98 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 247 x 182 x 65 mm.
Weiner Codex 76 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: iii + 137 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 165 x 116 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 77 - Psalter 19th century
Physical Description: 167 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 170 x 160 x 70 mm.

Weiner Codex 78 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: iv + 144 ff. : ill. (12 miniatures) : 234 x 170 x 70 mm.

Weiner Codex 79 - Sənksar, Synaxarium for the entire year 19th century
Physical Description: iii + 254 ff. : ill. (40 miniatures) : 395 x 320 x 125 mm.

Weiner Codex 80 -
Physical Description:

Weiner Codex 81 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 154 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 160 x 105 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 82 - îomä Dəggwa 20th century
Physical Description: iv + 106 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 180 x 135 x 52 mm.

Weiner Codex 83 - Amharic Explanation of the Chants of the Church by Yared; ...the Dəggwa; Genesis 1; Sāwassā...of a Gəñəz Grammar; Asmat prayer; Tobit; The Ten Commandments from Exodus 19; Commentary on the Commandment of the Observance of Sabbath;"On How to Compose Qəne" 20th century
Physical Description: iv + 114 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 183 x 129 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 84 - Miracles of Mary 17th century
Physical Description: ii + 58 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 200 x 173 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 85 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 154 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 165 x 115 x 60 mm.

Weiner Codex 86 - Gädlä Gäbrä Mänfäs Qəddus 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 89 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 254 x 170 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 87 - îomä Dəggwa 1940 E.C.
Physical Description: iv + 123 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 164 x 123 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 88 - Anaphora of Our Lady Mary by Cyriacus of Bəhənsa; Sword of the Trinity 1932 E.C.
Physical Description: 53 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 178 x 124 x 30 mm.

Weiner Codex 89 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 143 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 160 x 120 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 90 - Psalter 19th century
Physical Description: i + 180 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 172 x 157 x 96 mm.

Weiner Codex 91 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 139 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 165 x 116 x 55 mm.

Weiner Codex 92 - From the Ordinary of the Mass; Hymn to Mary; Amharic Commentary on the Theology of the Trinity;...on the Magnificat;...on Ethiopian Theology;...Against smoking tobacco 20th century
Physical Description: 64 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 147 x 117 x 47 mm.
Weiner Codex 93 - Psalter 20th century

Physical Description: 131 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 188 x 140 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 94 - Mərəraf; Zamme Chants, incomplete; Continuation of Mərəraf 1956 E.C.

Physical Description: ii + 142 ff. : ill. (7 miniatures) : 232 x 177 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 95 - Ziq Chants; Mälzmur Chants 20th century

Physical Description: iv + 180 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 175 x 137 x 69 mm.

Weiner Codex 96 - Horologium of the Night Hours of Abba Giyorgis 19th century

Physical Description: ii + 64 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 178 x 132 x 42 mm.

Weiner Codex 97 - A Collection of Major Asmat Prayers; Image of John, the Evangelist (incomplete) 20th century

Physical Description: ii + 88 ff. : ill. (26 miniatures) : 184 x 141 x 137 mm.

Weiner Codex 98 - Psalter 19th century

Physical Description: 148 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 162 x 158 x 78 mm.

Weiner Codex 99 - Image of the Archangel Michael and Gabriel (unfinished); Prayer to Jesus Christ (copied for Aêmä Giyorgis); ..of the Blessed Virgin at Golgotha; Anaphora of Our Lady Mary by Cyriacus of Bəhənsa; ..against the Tongue of the People; ..of the Covenant, etc. 20th century

Physical Description: i + 87 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 178 x 125 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 100 - Psalter 20th century

Physical Description: ii + 121 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 205 x 136 x 65 mm.

Weiner Codex 101 - Prayer to God; Vision of Mary; The Story of Creation; The Five Pillars of Mystery; Excerpt from the Daily Prayer; On the Duties of the Monk; Miracle of Mary; Image of the Trinity; Theology of the karra Sect, etc. Of Christ, etc. 20th century

Physical Description: 141 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 172 x 116 x 63 mm.

Weiner Codex 102 - Ziq Chants 20th century

Physical Description: ii + 165 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 170 x 125 x 68 mm.

Weiner Codex 103 - Homiliary in Honor of the Archangel Michael; Image of the Archangel Michael 20th century

Physical Description: ii + 89 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 232 x 195 x 43 mm.

Weiner Codex 104 - Psalter 20th century

Physical Description: 110 ff. : ill. (1 miniatures) : 190 x 172 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 105 - Zammare Chants; Mäwasə't Chants 20th century

Physical Description: iii + 82 ff. : ill. (12 miniatures) : 211 x 165 x 40 mm.

Weiner Codex 106 - Gädlä Täklä Haymanot 20th century

Physical Description: 110 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 235 x 190 x 63 mm.

Weiner Codex 107 - Missal 1894 E.C.

Physical Description: iv + 153 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 255 x 195 x 80 mm.

Weiner Codex 108 - Miracles of Jesus as told by John the Evangelist 19th century

Physical Description: i + 53 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 240 x 1185 x 75 mm.
Weiner Codex 109 - Psalter 19th century
Physical Description: ii + 159 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 220 x 210 x 81 mm.

Weiner Codex 110 - Psalter 17th century
Physical Description: v + 181 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 279 x 252 x 83 mm.

Weiner Codex 111 - Synaxarium, Part One 20th century
Physical Description: iii + 165 ff. : ill. (18 miniatures) : 359 x 279 x 81 mm.

Weiner Codex 112 - Acts of Täklä Haymanot 20th century
Physical Description: 170 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 315 x 250 x 95 mm.

Weiner Codex 113 - Synaxarium, Part Two 20th century
Physical Description: viii + 153 ff. : ill. (30 miniatures) : 348 x 265 x 97 mm.

Weiner Codex 114 - Pillars of Mystery; The Sufferings of Our Lord 20th century
Physical Description: 94 ff. : ill. (7 miniatures) : 180 x 145 x 58 mm.

Weiner Codex 115 - Five Pillars; History of the Religious Controversy; Commentary on a Few Verses from the Gospel of John; The Wisest of the Wise 20th century
Physical Description: i + 114 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 157 x 121 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 116 - Psalter 18th century
Physical Description: 140 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 183 x 160 x 90 mm.

Weiner Codex 117 - Homiliary for the Monthly Feast of the Archangel Michael 20th century
Physical Description: i + 117 ff. : ill. (7 miniatures) : 222 x 171 x 68 mm.

Weiner Codex 118 - Collection of Hymns of the Horologium 20th century
Physical Description: 72 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 164 x 135 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 119 - Psalter 18th century
Physical Description: 190 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 235 x 185 x 65 mm.

Weiner Codex 120 - Psalter 18th century
Physical Description: 169 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 225 x 190 x 91 mm.

Weiner Codex 121 - Däggwa 19th century
Physical Description: 90 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 160 x 120 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 122 - Psalter 19th century
Physical Description: 156 ff. : ill. (6 miniatures) : 155 x 120 x 78 mm.

Weiner Codex 123 - Homiliary for the Monthly Feast of the Archangel Michael 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 120 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 170 x 130 x 59 mm.

Weiner Codex 124 - Psalter; The Angels Praise Her 18th century
Physical Description: ii + 166 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 149 x 140 x 80 mm.

Weiner Codex 125 - Psalter 18th century
Physical Description: ii + 167 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 232 x 215 x 90 mm.
Weiner Codex 126 - Psalter 18th century
Physical Description: i + 131 ff. : ill. (12 miniatures) : 227 x 205 x 70 mm.

Weiner Codex 127 - 1 Samuel; 2 Samuel; 1 Kings; 2 Kings 19th/20th century
Physical Description: iv + 134 ff. : ill. (10 miniatures) : 275 x 215 x 58 mm.

Weiner Codex 128 - Psalter; Image of the Archangel Michael; Gabriel 18th century
Physical Description: ii + 186 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 197 x 162 x 70 mm.

Weiner Codex 129 - Psalter 18th century
Physical Description: ii + 159 ff. : ill. (8 miniatures) : 180 x 150 x 100 mm.

Weiner Codex 130 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 100 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 165 x 120 x 58 mm.

Weiner Codex 131 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 146 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 155 x 113 x 67 mm.

Weiner Codex 132 - Canticle of the Flower; Hymn to the Archangel Michael; Praises of Mary; Gate of Light; The Angels Praise Her; Hymn to the Archangel Michael 19th century
Physical Description: ii + 90 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 143 x 115 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 133 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: 103 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 120 x 95 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 134 - Sword of the Trinity; Image of the Trinity; Praise of the Trinity 19th century
Physical Description: ii + 84 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 152 x 115 x 45 mm.

Weiner Codex 135 - Homiliary for the Monthly Feast of Archangel Michael 20th century
Physical Description: iii + 78 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 155 x 125 x 50 mm.

Weiner Codex 136 - Psalter 19th century
Physical Description: i + 145 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 140 x 100 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 137 - Psalter 18th century
Physical Description: iii + 120 ff. : ill. (4 miniatures) : 155 x 117 x 60 mm.

Weiner Codex 138 - Psalter 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 59 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 123 x 90 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 139 - The Gospel of John 20th century
Physical Description: i + 95 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 142 x 104 x 35 mm.

Weiner Codex 140 - Homiliary for the Monthly Feast of Archangel Michael; Prayer to Jesus Christ; Excerpts of Greetings to the Saints 19th century
Physical Description: 90 ff. : iii. (3 miniatures) : 187 x 137 x 49 mm.

Weiner Codex 141 - The Prayer of the Blessed Virgin Mary at Golgotha; Mystagogia; Hymn to Jesus Christ; Anaphora of Mary attributed to Cyriacus of Bähänsa 1929-1950
Physical Description: ii + 63 ff. : ill. (3 miniatures) : 148 x 110 x 35 mm.

Weiner Codex 142 - Sword of the Trinity 20th century
Physical Description: ii + 64 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 130 x 90 x 31 mm.
Weiner Codex 143 - Morning Prayer of the Covenant; Psalter; Portion of the Nicene Creed; Absolution of the Son 20th century
   Physical Description: iv + 163 ff. : ill. (7 miniatures) : 187 x 140 x 60 mm.

Weiner Codex 144 - Psalter; Table Prayer 20th century
   Physical Description: vi + 186 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 157 x 96 x 60 mm.

Weiner Codex 145 - Psalter 18th century
   Physical Description: iv + 195 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 173 x 150 x 70 mm.

Weiner Codex 146 - Psalter 20th century
   Physical Description: ii + 123 ff. : ill. (2 miniatures) : 137 x 110 x 53 mm.

Weiner Codex 147 - Missal 18th century
   Physical Description: 45 ff. : ill. (5 miniatures) : 194 x 165 x 40 mm.

Weiner Codex 148 - Synaxarium, Part Two 20th century
   Physical Description: 170 ff. : ill. (22 miniatures) : 360 x 285 x 97 mm.

Weiner Codex 149 -
   Physical Description:

Weiner Magic Scroll 1 - 10 Prayers - for conception; against hemorrhage; for drowning demons; for binding Satan; against the evil eye, etc. 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 160 x 9.7 mm.
   Reference
   pp. 310-11|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 2 - 2 Prayers - against fertility; against Barya and Legewon 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 164.5 x 12.5 mm.
   Reference
   pp. 311-12|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 3 - 5 Prayers - against the evil eye; against piercing pain; against hemorrhage; "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons 19th/20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 214.5 x 10.8 mm.
   Reference
   pp. 312-13|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 4 - 4 Prayers - for binding demons; against the evil eye of Buda, artisans, Barya, etc. 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 214 x 9.4 mm.
   Reference
   pp. 313-14|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 5 - 2 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, Legewon, and Zar; against infant mortality 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 156 x 14.3 mm.
   Reference
   p. 315|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 6 - 5 Prayers - using the name of the Trinity, against the illnesses caused by Zar and demons, Legewon, Tagartya, etc.: against terror that God gave to Adam... Noah 19th century
Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 205 x 7.6 mm.
Reference
pp. 315-16|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 7 - 3 Prayers - against filthy Legewon; "The Net of Solomon for catching demons" [late] 20th century
Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 194 x 9.2 mm.
Reference
pp. 316-17|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 8 - 4 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, Legewon, Buda, etc.: against miscarriage and hemorrhage; against charm 20th century
Physical Description: ill. (5 miniatures) : 158 x 9.2 mm.
Reference
pp. 317-18|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 9 - 6 Prayers - against illness caused by Barya, Legewon; for binding demons; against charm: "The Net of Solomon..."; asmat of Archangel Michael 18th century
Physical Description: ill. (1 miniatures) : 147 x 8.3 mm.
Reference
pp. 318-19|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 10 - 2 Prayers - for binding demons Legewon, Buda, Ddoq, etc.: against Bayra 19th century
Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 170 x 10.1 mm.
Reference
pp. 319-21|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 11 - 5 Prayers - for binding demons and terrorizing Satan; against charm; against hemorrhage; for Solomon against the evil eye 18th century
Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 158 x 10 mm.
Reference
pp. 321-2|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 12 - 3 Prayers - for binding demons; against charm: ..of the rampart of the cross against illness caused by Barya, Legewon, Zar, and Tagartya 20th century
Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 191 x 9.4 mm.
Reference
p. 322|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 13 - 5 Prayers - for binding demons; against charm; for drowning filthy demons; against terror; against a piercing pain on the side 20th century
Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 148 x 8.6 mm.
Reference
p. 323|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 14 - 3 Prayers - against Gärgari, the evil eye, and the story of St. Susanyos; against hemorrhage; against the evil eye of Gärgari, Legewon, and the eye of a Muslim 19th century
   Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 156 x 9.4 mm.
   Reference  
   pp. 323-4|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 15 - 3 Prayers - for drowning demons; for the days of the week for terrorizing demons; against evil spirits 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (5 miniatures) : 180 x 10.3 mm.
   Reference  
   pp. 324-5|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 16 - 3 Prayers - against infant mortality; for driving away evil spirits 19th century
   Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 160 x 10.2 mm.
   Reference  
   p. 325|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 17 - 8 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, with the asmat of the Dərsannä Mika’el; against charm; story of the sorcerer at sea of Tiberias; the prayer of Abunä Kiros; against hemorrhage; miscarriage 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 178 x 11.5 mm.
   Reference  
   pp. 325-7|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 18 - 3 Prayers - against the evil eye caused by Barya, Zar, Nāgārgar, etc.; against charm; "The Net for Solomon" 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 148 x 10.8 mm.
   Reference  
   p. 327|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 19 - 2 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, Legewon, and Zar; against infant mortality 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 147 x 14.4 mm.
   Reference  
   p. 328|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 20 - 2 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, Legewon, and Zar; against infant mortality 20th century
   Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 149 x 13.5 mm.
   Reference  
   p. 328|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 21 - 1 Prayer - "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons 19th century
   Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 189 x 9.4 mm.
   Reference  
   pp. 328-9|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 22 - 5 Prayers - "Friday's Sword of Trinity"; "Sword of Divinity", Sayfa malakot; "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons; against fever; for binding and driving away demons 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 265 x 11.6 mm.
Reference
pp. 329-30|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 23 - 6 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, demons, and Legewon; for binding demons; "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons, and Nähabt 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (5 miniatures) : 202 x 9.4 mm.
Reference
pp. 330-1|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 24 - 4 Prayers - against all kinds of illnesses; greeting to Phanuel as prayer for binding demons; against charm, etc. 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 175 x 9.1 mm.
Reference
pp. 331-2|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 25 - 5 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya; for binding demons, Barya, Legewon, Tagartya, Däsk, Wərzəlya, Gudale, etc.; of St. Susənyos; against hemorrhage and miscarriage 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 151 x 11.2 mm.
Reference
p. 332|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 26 - 5 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, Legewon, and charm; asmat 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 135 x 9 mm.
Reference
pp. 333-4|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 27 - 4 Prayers - for disgracing the arrogant, 'əbbuy (against a person called Gābrä Mäsih Manno); for drowning demons; against the eye that causes piercing pain; against the evil eye, with a dərsan of Solomon; greeting to Sabastayanos (Sebastian) 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (5 miniatures) : 158 x 11.2 mm.
Reference
pp. 334-5|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 28 - 5 Prayers - "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons; against hemorrhage; against Nähabt, and artisans; for St. Susaynos; against charm; John 1:1-5 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (5 miniatures) : 220 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 335-6|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 29 - 2 Prayers - for drowning demons, Barya, Legewon, Buda, Zar, etc.; for the days of the week for terrorizing and drowning demons 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 198 x 9.7 mm.
Reference
p. 336|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 30 - 9 Prayers - against evil spirits; against the evil eye; against Barya; for binding demons; against stomachache; “the sorcerer at the Sea of Tiberias; greetings to Phanuel; against headache 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 193 x 11.4 mm.
Reference
pp. 337-8|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 31 - 6 Prayers - against Barya, the evil eye, Zar, Tagrida, and others; for drowning demons; against infant mortality, etc. 18th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 182 x 9.2 mm.
Reference
pp. 338-9|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 32 - 3 Prayers - greetings to Phanuel; against evil spirits; against the evil eye of Barya; the story of the sorcerer of Tiberias; against piercing pain, with a greeting to the pierced side of Jesus 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 100 x 12.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 339-40|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 33 - 4 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, Gudale, Däsk, etc.: of St. Susanyos, against hemorrhage; for binding demons, the evil eye of Zar, jealous people, the eye of Muslim and Christian, etc. 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 157 x 6 mm.
Reference
pp. 340-1|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 34 - 8 Prayers - against hemorrhage and for conception (with Hebrew letters from Aleph to Heth); against charm; against Barya, Legewon, and the evil eye; against hemorrhage; for binding demons; greeting to Phanuel as a prayer against nightmares; etc. 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 205 x 9 mm.
Reference
pp. 341-2|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 35 - 6 Prayers - against illnesses caused by Barya and Legewon; for drowning Barya, Legewon, and Nägärgar; against the evil eye and the story of the sorcerer of Tiberias; ..of St. Susanyos; against hemorrhage; against piercing pain and colic 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 196 x 6 mm.
Reference
pp. 342-3|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 36 - 3 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, Buda, Täbib, the noontime demon, etc.; against piercing pain with a greeting to the pierced side of Jesus; against the evil eye 18th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 146 x 9.2 mm.
Reference
pp. 343-4|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 37 - 5 Prayers - of St. Susanyos; for conception and against hemorrhage; for conception; for binding demons and the eye of Barya 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 199 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 344-5|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 38 - 5 Prayers - "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons, against Barya and filthy Legewon; of St. Susənyos; for terrorizing demons; against an evil spirit 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 172 x 7 mm.
Reference
p. 345|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 39 - 4 Prayers - against the evil eye of Gärgari, Barya, and Legewon; against the eye of Barya, demons, and wicked Legewon; by which Solomon was saved from evil spirits; against the evil eye, with a greeting to the pierced side of Jesus; greetings to Phanuel 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 202 x 10 mm.
Reference
p. 346|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 40 - 2 Prayers - to terrorize demons; of St. Susənyos 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 120 x 10 mm.
Reference
p. 347|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 41 - 3 Prayers - of St. Susənyos; "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons; against hemorrhage, with a greeting to Thomas and the pierced side of Jesus 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 107 x 12 mm.
Reference
pp. 347-8|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 42 - 4 Prayers - against Barya and Legewon; against Barya, Legewon and Tagrida; etc. 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 155 x 11.5 mm.
Reference
p. 348|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 43 - 5 Prayers - of St. Susənyos; against the evil eye of Barya, the sorcerer of Tiberias; asmat of Solomon; against the eye of Barya, wicked people, hemorrhage, etc.; "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 175 x 9 mm.
Reference
pp. 348-9|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 44 - 4 Prayers - to remove illnesses from head to feet, against hemorrhage, and for conception; for drowning illness causing demons; of St. Susənyos; against hemorrhage 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 162 x 8 mm.
Reference
pp. 349-50|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 45 - 3 Prayers - against illnesses caused by filthy demons, Barya, Legewon and the demon of the sea; for drowning demons; against the illnesses and charm of different demons, including Zar 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 175 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 350-1|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 46 - 1 Prayer - against demons Barya, Legeuon, the evil eye, Gārgari, Buda, etc.
19th century
Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 115 x 9 mm.
Reference
p. 351|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 47 - 1 Prayer - of St. Susanyos 19th century
Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 90 x 7 mm.
Reference
p. 351|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 48 - 5 Prayers - against Barya, Tagagnosta, etc.; against hemorrhage; etc.
19th century
Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 187 x 8.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 351-2|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 49 - 9 Prayers - against Barya, Tagagnosta, and Belbab; against piercing pain;
against colic; against piercing pain; against charm; greeting to Phanuel; etc.
19th century
Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 183 x 8.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 352-3|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 50 - 2 Prayers - against Barya, the evil eye, Zar, etc.; "Rampart of the Cross"
19th century
Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 155 x 10.5 mm.
Reference
p. 354|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 51 - 6 Prayers - against illnesses caused by the evil eye; of St. Susanyos;
against piercing pain; against stomachache 19th century
Physical Description: ill. (5 miniatures) : 203 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 354-5|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 52 - 3 Prayers - for drowning and binding demons; for the days of the week; for
the days of the week for drowning demons; list of classes of evil spirits; for driving away demons
and subduing satanic spirits 19th century
Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 207 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 355-7|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 53 - 6 Prayers - of St. Susanyos; against the evil eye, Marit, Zarit, Gudale,
Tagrida, and others; against the evil eye, hemorrhage; greetings to Phanuel; against the evil eye of
Barya, Legeuon, illnesses and charm; etc.
19th century
Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 148 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 357-8|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 54 - 6 Prayers - of St. Susanyos; against charm, the evil eye, etc.; greetings to pierced side of Jesus; against colic; greetings to Phanuel as a prayer against illness and to drive demons away, etc. 18th century

Physical Description: ill. (5 miniatures) : 162 x 10 mm.
Reference
pp. 358-9|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 55 - 2 Prayers - asmat of Solomon given to him by Michael for drowning demons, Barya, Legewon, Buda, etc.; for Monday, for terrorizing demons 18th/19th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 198 x 12 mm.
Reference
pp. 355-60|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 56 - 3 Prayers - against demons; against filthy Legewon; "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 194 x 10 mm.
Reference
p. 360|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 57 - 5 Prayers - to terrorize an enemy and against charm (with Arabic); against Buda, etc.; of Our Lady Mary; against illnesses caused Barya 1865-1913 (reign of Menelik)

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 137 x 8 mm.
Reference
p. 361|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 58 - 2 Prayers - of St. Susanyos for binding demons and against the eye of Barya, filthy Legewon, Buda, etc.; against Buda and Carpenter 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 150 x 6.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 361-2|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 59 - 4 Prayers - against the evil eye, the sorcerer of Tiberias; asmat of Archangel Michael, against Barya, Tagaryta, and different illnesses; against charm by people, demons, Muslims, Christians, etc.; against colic 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 202 x 8 mm.
Reference
pp. 362-3|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 60 - 6 Prayers - of St. Susanyos against the eye of Barya, filthy Legewon, etc.; greetings to Phanuel and Mary to drive away demons; against the evil eye; against Buda 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 172 x 8.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 363-4|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 61 - 6 Prayers - against illnesses caused by; to win the love of authorities; against the evil eye; of St. Susanyos; against demons 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 212 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 364-5|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 62 - 7 Prayers - "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons; for conception; against illnesses caused by Buda and the noontime demon; against illnesses caused by Sotälaye and 'Urde; against upset stomach; against hemorrhage 18th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 205 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 365-6|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 63 - 3 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya, and Legewon; for binding demons; of St. Susənyos against hemorrhage, for binding demons without asmat 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (1 miniatures) : 109 x 9 mm.
Reference
p. 367|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 64 - 5 Prayers - for binding demons, Sätolay and Sätolawit; against demons; for binding demons: for conception and against hemorrhage; of St. Susənyos (introduction) 18th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 150 x 8.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 367-8|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 65 - 4 Prayers - against the eye of Barya, Legewon, etc.; "The Net of Solomon" for catching demons; for driving away demons; against the eye of Barya and filthy spirits 17th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 157 x 10 mm.
Reference
pp. 368-9|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 66 - 6 Prayers - the history of St. Susənyos; how Our Lady Mary drove away demons and healed the sick; asmat prayer for Solomon...; against colic; against illnesses caused by the eye of Nähabt 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 207 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 369-70|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 67 - 7 Prayers - against Barya and others; against Barya and Legewon; against hemorrhage; against illnesses caused by Buda and others; of St. Susənyos 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 180 x 10 mm.
Reference
pp. 370-1|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 68 - 7 Prayers - against illnesses caused by Barya and Legewon; for binding Satan; Säyfäl Mäläkot "Sword of Divinity"; of St. Susənyos; against colic; against the evil eye 18th/19th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 174 x 7.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 371-3|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 69 - 4 Prayers - against the evil eye, Zar, Barya, filthy demons, etc.; for refuge; for driving away demons; against hemorrhage 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 169 x 8.5 mm.
Reference
p. 373|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 70 - 3 Prayers - against illnesses of Sotālay; against the evil eye 1958 (= A.D. 1965/6)

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 170 x 8.5 mm.

Reference
p. 374|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 71 - 7 Prayers - for binding demons (and) filthy Legewon; against wicked spirits; Dadq and the noontime demon; against piercing pain; against charm; against Nāhāb 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 152 x 8.5 mm.

Reference
pp. 374-5|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 72 - 7 Prayers - greetings to Phanuel against the evil eye and for binding demons; against colic and headache; related to the story of St. Susayos; against the eye of Barya 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 155 x 10 mm.

Reference
p. 376|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 73 - 6 Prayers - against charm (4); "The Net of Solomon" 4; greeting to Phanuel for drowning demons 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 152 x 10 mm.

Reference
pp. 377-8|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 74 - 7 Prayers - against the evil eye of Barya and for drowning demons; against charm; against demons causing stomachache and other illnesses; against colic; etc. 18th/19th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 128 x 10 mm.

Reference
pp. 378-9|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 75 - 4 Prayers - for binding the evil eye and Zar; against headache, stomachache, piercing pain, Barya, etc.; for protection; for binding demons and Zar 18th/19th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 178 x 9.3 mm.

Reference
pp. 379-80|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 76 - 3 Prayers - of St. Susayos; against hemorrhage and for conception; against colic 18th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 174 x 7 mm.

Reference
p. 380|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 77 - 3 Prayers - for binding demons; for the days of the week; of St. Susayos 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 171 x 7 mm.

Reference
pp. 380-1|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 78 - 8 Prayers - against Barya and filthy Legewon; against Sätolay, Sätolaulit, Tagartya, and Belbab; against hemorrhage; asmat that Gabriel told Mary regarding her conception of Jesus; of St. Susanyos; for conception; etc. 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 197 x 9.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 381-2|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 79 - 7 Prayers - against the eye of Barya and for binding demons; against charm; against piercing pain; against hemorrhage; etc. 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 155 x 11m.
Reference
pp. 382-3|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 80 - 9 Prayers - against the evil eye (?), Zar, and Täßib (beginning); greeting to Phanuel; against illnesses caused by Barya; Legewon; Zar, and Täßib; against demons; to drive away demons; against colic and piercing pain; etc. 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 198 x 7.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 383-5|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 81 - 6 Prayers - for binding demons; to subjugate demons; "The Net of Solomon"; against Barya, Legewon, Zar, et al; against hemorrhage 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 197 x 10 mm.
Reference
pp. 385-6|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 82 - 7 Prayers - for binding demons and against headache; against stomachache; for binding Satan and demons; against the evil eye (of Barya); for binding Satan and Legewon; etc. 19th/20th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 178 x 9 mm.
Reference
pp. 386-7|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 83 - 2 Prayers - against the eye of Barya, Legewon, Zar, et al; against the eye of Sätälay and the story of St. Susanyos 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 144 x 14.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 387-8|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 84 - 2 Prayers - against illnesses caused by the eye of Sätälay; against the evil eye of Barya, Legewon 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 153 x 14 mm.
Reference
p. 388|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 85 - 5 Prayers - for binding demons; of Alexander that he uttered on a Friday against illnesses caused by Barya, Legewon, for binding demons, against charm; against hemorrhage and for conception (3); The Net of Solomon"; against illnesses of Barya; etc. 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 162 x 5.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 388-90|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1
Weiner Magic Scroll 86 - 10 Prayers - "The Net of Solomon": of St. Susanyos; against colic; against piercing pain; against hemorrhage; against rheumatism; against the evil eye; against the terror caused by demons of the day, night, Sext, None, and others; for binding demons; etc. 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 143 x 10 mm.
Reference
pp. 390-1|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 87 - 5 Prayers - for binding the evil eye and Zar Qarsa (?); for binding the demons, Legewon, and Barya, Täyayaz; to subjugate the enemy and Sotälay; etc. 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 159 x 8.5 mm.
Reference
pp. 391-2|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 88 - 3 Prayers - "The Net of Solomon": greeting to Phanuel 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 197 x 8.3 mm.
Reference
p. 395|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 89 - 5 Prayers - for binding filthy demons; of St. Susanyos for binding demons 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 173 x 8.5 mm.
Reference
p. 396|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 90 - 3 Prayers - greetings to Phanuel as a prayer for binding and driving away demons; against hemorrhage; for drowning Barya and Legewon 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 206 x 7.4 mm.
Reference
pp. 396-7|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 91 - 6 Prayers - for binding filthy demons and defiled spirits; against the evil eye, Barya and Legewon; against hemorrhage; against charm; of St. Susanyos 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 202 x 8.3 mm.
Reference
p. 397|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 92 - 3 Prayers - against the evil eye of Nas, Buda, Wägi, Zar: "The Net of Solomon": regarding the "Rampart of the Cross," ascribed to Jeremiah 20th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 115 x 8.8.
Reference
pp. 397-8|Catalogue of the EMIP, v.1

Weiner Magic Scroll 93 - 5 Prayers 19th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 143 x 8.3 mm.

Weiner Magic Scroll 94 - 3 Prayers 18th/19th century

Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 148 x 7.7 mm.

Weiner Magic Scroll 95 - 2 Prayers 18th century

Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 137 x 7.7 mm.
Weiner Magic Scroll 96 - 5 Prayers 18th/19th century
  Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 128 x 10.5.

Weiner Magic Scroll 97 - 6 Prayers 19th century
  Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 206 x 8.3 mm.

Weiner Magic Scroll 98 - 1 Prayer 19th/20th century
  Physical Description: ill. (1 miniatures) : 63 x 8 mm.

Weiner Magic Scroll 99 - 3 Prayers 19th/20th century
  Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 154 x 9 mm.

Weiner Magic Scroll 100 - 7 Prayers 19th century
  Physical Description: ill. (3 miniatures) : 222 x 9.3 mm.

Weiner Magic Scroll 101 - 3 Prayers 19th century
  Physical Description: ill. (2 miniatures) : 173 x 8.9 mm.

Weiner Magic Scroll 102 - 2 Prayers 19th/20th century
  Physical Description: ill. (4 miniatures) : 182 x 8.8 mm.